
LOCK-ON
REMOVE DRAIN COVERS SAFELY 

Part of the 
RJW Engineering Group.

Call: 01384 442852
Email: rjweng@btinternet.com
www.drainkey.co

‘Drainkey’ is a new innovative product that has been 
developed to ensure the safe lifting of man hole covers.

No more man hole covers falling off the key onto feet 
or back down into the chamber breaking along the 
way...Locking onto the manhole cover with an 
adjustable spring loaded key ensures the 
cover stays attached. 

Why use anything else...              ........lock on safely

www.rjwengineering.co
www.pipecowl.com - www.click-fix.co - www.burstalert.co

www.drainkey.co - www.dews.co - www.ssrods.co.uk
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‘DEWS’DRAIN EARLY 

WARNING SYSTEM

Part of the 
RJW Engineering Group.

Call: 01384 442852
Email: rjweng@btinternet.com
www.dews.co

With this innovative design DEWS provides advance warning of 
water levels rising or falling.
The advance warning device in DEWS gives you time to move 
valuable items to a safe place, or replenish levels before they 
run out.

DEWS has a built in SIM card that 
automatically contacts your mobile phone 
or an in house unit that activates an alarm, 
before those limits are reached.

Tested, approved and in use with Dyno-Rod 
DEWS can be easily installed by any 
competent DIYer or you can have it installed 
by a drain engineer.

Prevention is better 
than cure when it comes 

to monitoring water levels

Monitoring water levels is not something that most people 
worry about, however the effects of levels being too high 
or too low can have nasty consequences. At one end of the 
scale, flooding can be disruptive for both businesses and 
home owners; and at the other a fish pond not monitored 
in the hot summer months can have devastating effects.

Flooding due to blocked drains
You could be forgiven for not paying much attention to your drains, taking 
for granted that they will perform their function. However should 
something go wrong then the consequences can be severe. Flooding in 
any location is not a pleasant experience – leaving businesses with 
damaged stock and unusable offices and homes with ruined furniture and 
valuables.

Water levels in fish ponds
It’s not just flooding that causes problems, during the hot summer months, 
water levels in fish ponds will reduce and if not monitored could dry up 
altogether.

Levels in tanks, pits and storm 
drains
It’s difficult to know whether tanks or pits are 
reaching their limit or are close to being empty 
without having some way of monitoring them. Ask 
your local Dyno-Rod engineer about monitoring 
fluid levels in oil or water tanks, cess pits and storm 
drains.

How can Dyno-Rod help?
Your local Dyno-Rod engineer can install a ‘Drains 
Early Warning System’ (DEWS) which uses the latest 
mobile technology to detect when the fluid level in 
a drain or tank is either too high or too low. When 
the water reaches a certain pre-determined level it 
will send a text message to your local Dyno-Rod 
engineer, enabling them to locate the problem and 
rectify any issues before they can cause major 
damage.

The DEWS unit has a battery life of 5 years and to 
ensure that it is working properly an automatic text 
message is sent out every 150 days.

The Dyno-Rod Drain Early Warning System can take 
care of any problems before they happen.

www.dyno.com 0800 112 112

Drain Early Warning System
Prevention is better than cure when it comes to 
monitoring water levels
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1 Installation 
1) Open the enclosure carefully by unscrewing four screws on the base:  

 
2) Insert a SIM card (which must 

not have a PIN set) in the slot. (If 
the SIM Card is changed with the 
battery connected, you will need 
to briefly disconnect the 
battery). Do not use metal tools 
to do this! 
 

3) Pull out the plastic strip to 
connect the battery: 

 
 
 

The LED on the enclosure should be flashing amber or green. If it is flickering red every two 
seconds, the SIM is not working or requires a SIM Lock PIN. 
 

4) Reassemble the enclosure by tightening the four screws after 
reading all of this paragraph. The screws must be tight enough to 
compress the seal, but not so tight that the screws pull through 
the plastic. The recommended torque is 2.5lbf-in (30cN-m). Be 
aware that only the corners of the box touch: there is a 1mm gap 
around the seal so that the seal is compressed, not the enclosure 
(see photo, to the left). 

GAP except in corners 

Antenna 

Monitoring water levels is not something that most people 
worry about, however the effects of levels being too high 
or too low can have nasty consequences. At one end of the 
scale, flooding can be disruptive for both businesses and 
home owners; and at the other a fish pond not monitored 
in the hot summer months can have devastating effects.

Flooding due to blocked drains
You could be forgiven for not paying much attention to your drains, taking 
for granted that they will perform their function. However should 
something go wrong then the consequences can be severe. Flooding in 
any location is not a pleasant experience – leaving businesses with 
damaged stock and unusable offices and homes with ruined furniture and 
valuables.

Water levels in fish ponds
It’s not just flooding that causes problems, during the hot summer months, 
water levels in fish ponds will reduce and if not monitored could dry up 
altogether.

Levels in tanks, pits and storm 
drains
It’s difficult to know whether tanks or pits are 
reaching their limit or are close to being empty 
without having some way of monitoring them. Ask 
your local Dyno-Rod engineer about monitoring 
fluid levels in oil or water tanks, cess pits and storm 
drains.

How can Dyno-Rod help?
Your local Dyno-Rod engineer can install a ‘Drains 
Early Warning System’ (DEWS) which uses the latest 
mobile technology to detect when the fluid level in 
a drain or tank is either too high or too low. When 
the water reaches a certain pre-determined level it 
will send a text message to your local Dyno-Rod 
engineer, enabling them to locate the problem and 
rectify any issues before they can cause major 
damage.

The DEWS unit has a battery life of 5 years and to 
ensure that it is working properly an automatic text 
message is sent out every 150 days.

The Dyno-Rod Drain Early Warning System can take 
care of any problems before they happen.

www.dyno.com 0800 112 112

Drain Early Warning System
Prevention is better than cure when it comes to 
monitoring water levels
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